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Abstract: The voltage fluctuation in electric circuits has been identified as key
issue in different electric systems. As the usage of electricity growing in rapid
way, there exist higher fluctuations in power flow. To maintain the flow or stabi-
lity of power in any electric circuit, there are many circuit models are discussed in
literature. However, they suffer to maintain the output voltage and not capable of
maintaining power stability. To improve the performance in power stabilization,
an efficient IC pattern based power factor maximization model (ICPFMM) in this
article. The model is focused on improving the power stability with the use of IC
(Inductor and Conductor) towards identifying most efficient circuit for the current
duty cycle according to the input voltage, voltage in capacitor and output voltage
required. The model with boost converter diverts the incoming voltage through
number of conductors and inductors. By triggering specific inductor, a specific
capacitor gets charged and a particular circuit gets on. The model maintains num-
ber of IC (Inductor and Conductor) patterns through which the power flow occurs.
According to that, the pattern available, the mofset controls the level of power to
be regulated through any circuit. From the pattern, the model computes the Cir-
cuits Switching Loss and Circuits Conduction Loss for various circuits. Accord-
ing to the input voltage, the model estimates Circuit Power Stabilization Support
(CPSS) according to the voltage available in any capacitor and input voltage.
Using the value of CPSS, the model trigger optimal number of circuits to maintain
voltage stability. In this approach, more than one circuit has been triggered to
maintain output voltage and to get charged. The proposed model not only main-
tains power stability but also reduces the wastage in voltage which is not utilized.
The proposed model improves the performance in voltage stability with less
switching loss.
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1 Introduction

The electric power has been identified as the keen entity and source which has higher importance in
modern world. The uses of electric and electronic devices are getting increased every day and the electric
power is the source being used for the functioning of such systems. The electric power is the energy
being generated from limited source like coal, water and wind in form of thermal, atomic, wind and
sunlight. However, the electric power is generated from number of sources, the wind source is available
for limited period of year and it varies in different region. Similarly, the thermal power is generated from
water and coal which are precious and available in limited volume. All these increase the importance of
using the electric power being generated from any source with efficient manner.

In general the power or electricity being circulated through any circuit would loss certain amount of
voltage. Such voltage loss is due to the conduction and other devices. Such loss should be reduced to get
higher voltage. In many designs of circuits and power model, there will be higher voltage loss and the
output voltage gets reduced. For any electric system, it requires steady and higher voltage according to
the requirement. To maintain the power stability, there are number of stabilization models exist in
literature. Towards this, there are number of converters exist to support the problem but suffer with
higher voltage and switching loss. The Direct Current-Direct Current (DC-DC) converters are highly
efficient in maintaining the output voltage which is capable of converting the direct current into direct
current. However, the existing models suffer to achieve higher output voltage.

The block diagram of general DC-DC boost converter is presented in Fig. 1, which receives the input
voltage and maximize the voltage to increase the output voltage.

The block diagram of DC-DC converter with controller is presented in Fig. 2, which controls the flow of
voltage according to the input voltage to maximize the output voltage. The converter converts the direct
current into direct current where the presence of rectifier increases or decreases the voltage flow to meet
the output requirement.

The power stabilization is the process of maintaining the output voltage of any power model. The input
power or voltage would be varying according to different conditions like conduction and generation.
However, the end system would require steady voltage to function in proper way. The stabilization model
has the responsibility in maintaining the output voltage and such activity has been performed by several
models but suffers to achieve higher performance. On the other side, the most models switch only unique
circuit at a time which introduces higher voltage loss. By considering this, an efficient model is designed
which is capable of switching the input voltage into different circuits according to the conditions of

Figure 1: General block diagram of DC-DC boost converter
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capacitors and inductors in different circuits. However, the switching and conduction process introduces
voltage loss which must be considered at the designing of power stabilization model.

Towards maintaining higher and steady voltage, and Real Time IC Pattern Based Power Factor
Maximization Model for Improved Power Stabilization Using Boost Rectifiers is designed in this paper.
The model works based on the inverter and converter pattern which represent the pattern of inverter and
converter being switched to on at any cycle. As the model has different integrated circuits where each has
an inverter and converter with metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOFSET) attached, the
IC pattern describes which inverter and converter are switched to ON condition at any duty cycle considered.

Consider the stabilization model S with K number of circuit with K number of inductor and capacitors;
we can generate 2K number of patterns from the model, where each circuit has its own capacitor and inductor.
For example when there exist 3 circuits, then you can generate the patterns as follows:

The list of IC patterns can be generated from the circuit has been presented in Tab. 1, which represents
the set of inductor and capacitors being switched on at any duty cycle is presented. According to the IC
patterns and the voltage at different capacitors, the circuit selection and triggering can be performed. By
switching the voltage under different circuit, the performance of power stabilization can be improved.
With the use of IC patterns, the model can identify most optimal and suitable circuit to be triggered for
any duty cycle which would reduce the loss as well as maintain the voltage flow to meet output voltage.
The detailed approach is discussed in detail in the next section.

Figure 2: Block diagram of Boost DC-DC converter with controller

Table 1: List of IC patterns

I1 C1 I2 C2 I3 C3

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1
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2 Related Works

There are number of approach are recommended in literature towards power stabilization and such
approaches are discussed in detail.

To maintain the voltage stability in micro grids, and controller is designed which uses sliding mode to
regulate the voltage according to the input volt combination and resistive load. The controller designed works
to maintain the power supply for the application considered [1]. The value of duty cycle has higher
importance in power regulation in different controllers and according to that a feedback orient circuit is
fabricated to adjust the duty cycle values which generate stability in output voltage at different input
conditions [2]. On the other side, an active model is designed to maintain the output voltage in a stable mode [3].

The stability in maintaining the output voltage in any DC converter is depending on various input
patterns. In [4], an efficient predictive model is presented which monitor different incoming voltage
values and according to the average value produced at different duty cycles. The model reduces the space
complexity of capacitors and suitable for low power models [5].

A novel PCC is designed which works based on non-inverting buck boost converter to maintain higher
voltage [6], which reduces the value of capacitance. On the other side, a DC/DC model is fabricated which
works according to two step digital pulse width modulation and capable of detecting zero current. The
converter is suitable to be adapted for IoT devices and Digital Power Management (DPWM) model
shows least power consumption [7].

Towards achieving higher conversion efficiency, a hysteresis control scheme orient converter is modeled
in [8], which uses frequency scaling and achieves higher conversion efficiency. Also, a two stage GCPVS is
modeled on cuk converter and uses incremental conductance algorithm to track maximum power point [9].

Towards maximizing output power a cuk DC/DC converter is designed and shows the resistance on
various loads with MPPT controller [10]. Similarly, an integrated cuk converted with feed forward model
is designed in which uses solar energy to generate the voltage and pass through photo voltaic cells to
store them [11]. The application of fuzzy logic is used in cuk converter in which adapts micro inverters to
maintain the output voltage. Also, the model selects the passive component according to the ripple value
[12]. A pseudo DC link based module integrated solar micro-inverter is presented in [13], which can
extract the solar power individually for the maximum from every PV panel to transfer the power to AC
system. The model is designed to achieve higher conversion efficiency with various link topology. In
[14], a future renewable electric energy delivery and management (FREEDM) system is presented which
enables a dc interface to obtain alternate source of energy. The energy from the PV system can be passed
through dc/dc converter to the FREEDM system’s dc bus. The module-integrated converter (MIC)
topology is a good candidate for a PV converter designed to work with the FREEDM system. The
problem of calculating the mean time between failures (MTBF) is handled with photovoltaic module-
integrated inverter (PV-MII) in [15], which works according to the stress-factor reliability methodology
and applies a usage model for the inverter to determine the statistical distribution of thermal and electrical
stresses for the electrical components. The proposed methodology is used to examine the reliability of six
different candidate inverter topologies for a PV-MII. In [16], a mixed-integer algorithm for the optimal
dispatch of power is designed which works according to the day ahead PV forecasting. The method
works based on the active power profile defined by the operator. In [17], a cooperative operation
framework model for a Wind-Solar-CCHP Multi-energy system is defined. The Nash Bargaining problem
is optimized to solve energy trading and social welfare maximization problem.

Problem Statement

According to the literature survey, the existing models and converters consider only the output voltage
required and switches different circuits to meet the requirement. However, the most input voltage gets lost
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due to the poor selection of circuit. Because of poor selection of circuits and triggering single circuit for
voltage support, introduces higher switching loss. This entirely affects the performance of power
stabilization and voltage regulation. Because, if the input voltage is even near to the output voltage, the
models does not trigger the other circuits to get charged and they look on maintaining the output voltage
at current duty cycle but does not consider the next cycles. This must be considered and the other circuits
must be charged to support in the future cycles.

3 Real Time IC Pattern Based Power Factor Maximization Model

The proposed IC pattern based power factor maximization model has number of circuits integrated in
series where each circuit has capacitor and inductor. The model has dedicated MOFSET attached to each
of the circuit which controls the flow of voltage to the circuit. Also, the method maintains the list of
circuits being triggered in each duty cycle with the voltage available in each capacitors of the circuit. In
each duty cycle, the method generates number of IC pattern and for each of them the method computes
the value of circuit power stabilization support (CPSS) based on which a different circuits are selected.
Selected circuits are triggered to get charged and discharge towards achieving expected output voltage.
The detailed functioning is presented in this section.

The functional architecture of proposed IC pattern based power factor maximization model is presented
in Fig. 3, where the functional components are detailed in this section. The proposed ICPFMM model
continuously monitors the input voltage and output voltage required. With the details of voltage resident
in each circuit and input voltage, the model would select most optimal circuit to support the output
voltage and triggers few other circuits to get charged to support in the future cycle. It involves in IC
pattern generation which generates number of sequence of circuits and estimates CPSS values for each
pattern. According to the value of CPSS, the model would perform circuit selection to enforce power
stabilization in the model.

3.1 IC Pattern Generations

The inductor and capacitor pattern is generated towards maintaining the voltage stability in the circuit.
To generate the pattern, first the method identifies the list of circuits available. In each circuit, the inductor
and capacitor available are identified. Using all these, the method generates possible combination of

IC pattern based 
power factor 
maximization 
model 
(ICPFMM)

IC Pattern 
Generation CPSS 

Estimation

Circuit 
Selection

Power 
Stabilization

IC Pattern & Data

Figure 3: Architecture of proposed ICPFMM model
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sequences of circuit as pattern. According to the patterns of circuit generated, the method finds the last few
circuit pattern and eliminate them from the list. Such pattern set generated has been used towards voltage
stabilization to improve the voltage stability.

Algorithm:

Input: Circuit C

Output: Circuit Pattern Set CPs

Start

Read Circuit C.

Initialize circuit pattern set Cps.

Identify list of circuits in the circuit C as Cl ¼
sizeðCÞ

Circuit 2 C
i ¼ 1

(1)

Initialize ICS.

For each circuit Ci

Identify the Inductor I and Capacitor Ck and add to set ICS.

Where Ik-is an instance of inductor in the circuit Ci and Ck is the capacitor present in the
circuit Ci.

ICS ¼
X

ððInductor & CapacitorÞ 2 ICSÞ [ Ik; Ck (2)

End

CPs ¼
sizeðICSÞ

CombinationðIcsðiÞ:Inductor; IcsðiÞ:CapacitorÞ8 IcsðkÞ
i ¼ 1

(3)

Stop

The above discussed pseudo code shows how the circuit pattern has been generated according to the
circuits available. Such patterns generated have been used towards power stabilization.

3.2 CPSS Estimation

The circuit pattern stabilization support is the measure which represents the performance of any circuit
pattern in maintaining the power stability. Any circuit would contain an inductor and capacitor. Similarly, in
any pattern of circuit, there will be number of inductor and capacitor, available. Each capacitor would store
certain amount of voltage and by triggering all the circuits, the voltage present in the circuit would be used to
achieve the output voltage. The value of CPSS is measured according to the number of capacitors having
voltage which is more than the average voltage induction to be generated and the number of capacitors
present in the circuit. Also, the number of circuits can be triggered for charging with the input voltage in
the current duty cycle with the output voltage required. The value of CPSS has been used in the selection
of circuit pattern towards stabilization model.
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Algorithm:

Input: Circuit Pattern CP, Pattern Set Ps, Input Voltage Iv, Output Voltage Ov

Output: CPSS.

Start

Read CP and Ps, Iv, Ov.

Compute no of capacitor Noc ¼
X

Capacitors 2 CP (4)

Compute Voltage Deviation VoDDist(Ov, Iv)

//where Ov-output voltage, Iv–input voltage.

The voltage deviation represent the difference between input and output voltage, based on
which the selection of circuit is performed.

Compute average voltage factor Avf ¼ VoD

Noc
(5)

Compute no of capacitors with more voltage support Novs ¼
Noc

CpðiÞ:voltage.Avf
i ¼ 1

(6)

Compute No of ; circuits can be charged as Nocc ¼ ðVoD� ðNovs� Avf ÞÞ=Avf (7)

Compute CPSS ¼ Novs� Nocc (8)

Stop

The method of estimating the circuit power stability support has been presented in the above
algorithm which estimates voltage deviation, average voltage factor to compute the value of CPSS.
Estimated value of CPSS has been used to perform power stabilization.

3.3 Circuit Selection and Power Stabilization

The proposed power stabilization model keeps track of circuit being triggered at different time
stamp. The method first identifies the set of circuits and capacitors/inductors available in the circuit.
According to the components and circuits identified, the method generates the pattern set of circuits.
For each pattern, the method estimates the CPSS measure and based on that the pattern with
maximum CPSS value has been selected as the circuit to be triggered. For the circuit pattern being
selected, the method selects top few circuit patterns and the most one is used to regulate the voltage
where the remaining are used to get charged. The method estimates the voltage regulation support
(VRS) for different patterns and according to the required voltage, a set of circuits are triggered and
remaining are triggered for charging.
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Algorithm:

Input: Circuit

Output: Null

Start

Read Circuit.

Ps = Generate IC Pattern Set.

Initialize result pattern set Rps.

For each pattern p

Measure CPSS.

If CPSS > Th then

Add to pattern set Rps.

End

//where the value of Th is adjusted in dynamic way according to the conditions of
different circuits.

End

For each pattern p from Rps

Compute voltage regulation support vrs.

Vrs ¼
Dist

PsizeðpÞ
i¼1 pðiÞ:voltage; Input

� �

sizeðpÞ (9)

End

Choose patterns according to output voltage required to power stabilization.

Use remaining towards charging.

Stop.

The working of circuit selection and power stabilization has been detailed in the above algorithm
which measure the voltage regulation support for different pattern of circuits and based on that different
circuits are selected for conduction and charging. By choosing the most optimal and suitable circuit
according to the value of VRS, the performance of power stabilization can be improved.

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed real time IC pattern based power factor maximization model (ICPFMM) has been
structured and fabricated towards simulating in matrix laboratory (MATLAB) tool. The performance of
the power stabilization model has been evaluated under different parameters.

The circuit diagram of ICPFMM model is presented in Fig. 4, which contains number of circuits and
each has their own inductor and capacitors with dedicated MOFSET to control the voltage.
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The model contains unique inductor and capacitor where any inductor could store power in the ratio as
follows:

Power Storage ratio PSR ¼ ðL� I2Þ � 0:5 (10)

Similarly, the amount of voltage being regulated in any inductor can be measured as follows:

VI ¼ L� ðdi=dtÞ (11)

The inductor I1 in the circuit and the capacitor C are being connected in a serial mode. So that the value
of voltage being discharged is measured as below:

VðI1Þ ¼ Vi� Vc (12)

VðI2Þ ¼ Vo (13)

where Vi is the input voltage, Vo is the output voltage, Vc is the voltage at the capacitor, V(I1) is the voltage
at the inductor and V(I2) is the voltage at the inductor I2.

The voltage concern in any inductor I1 and I2 are measured based on Eq. (14) and (15) where each of
them are connected with capacitor and load.

VðI1Þ ¼ Vi (14)

VðI2Þ ¼ Vcþ Vo (15)

Using these two equations and values, the value of average current which pass through the inductors I1
and I2 can be measured as below:

Vavg ¼ ðð1� DÞ � VcÞ (16)

VðI2Þ ¼ DðVcþ VoÞ þ ðð1� DÞ � VoÞ ¼ ðVoþ D � VcÞ (17)

Vc ¼ Vo=D (18)

Figure 4: Circuit diagram of ICPFMM model
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Voltage available across the inductor L1

VðI1Þ ¼ ðViþ ðð1� DÞ � Vo=DÞÞ ¼ 0 (19)

Vout=Vin ¼ �D=ð1� DÞ (20)

where D = Duty cycle.

Vout = output voltage. Vin = input voltage.

VI = inductance voltage. VC = capacitance voltage.

The above scenario is the manipulation of two different circuits which can be approximated for N
number of circuits in a series. The number of IC pattern can be generated is restricted according to the
total number of circuits available. Consider a pattern P which has been generated according to the values
of Tab. 1, then the output voltage for the pattern p can be measured as follows.

VðIkÞ ¼ ðDðVc1þ VoÞ þ ðð1� DÞ � VoðI1ÞÞ þ . . . :þ ðDðVckþ VoÞ þ ðð1� DÞ � VoðIkÞÞ
¼ ðVoþ D � VcÞ (21)

VcðkÞ ¼ VoðkÞ=D (22)

where the voltage available at the Inductor Ik is the value of voltage available in the capacitance Ck and the
previous capacitance in the pattern P. By summing all the voltages, the value of output voltage can be
measured.

The wave form of voltage input and Input current generated by the simulator is presented in Figs. 5 and
6. Also, the voltage output and current has been measured and displayed in Figs. 7 and 8.

The Figs. 7 and 8 represents the performance development in power stabilization by the proposed model
which is measured for the input current with 230 amps.

The performance of power stabilization produced by the proposed model is evaluated and plotted in
Tab. 2. The proposed model has achieved higher stabilization.

The efficiency in producing higher output voltage by various models are measured and presented in
Tab. 3. The ICPFMM model produced higher output voltage performance compare to various approaches.

Figure 5: Input voltage
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The efficiency of ICPFMM model has been evaluated towards output voltage and displayed in Fig. 9.
The proposed model has produced higher performance.

The loss ratio produced by different models are measured and presented in Fig. 10. The ICPFMMmodel
produced less loss ratio.

Figure 6: Input current

Figure 7: Output voltage
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Figure 8: Output current

Table 2: Power stabilization performance

Input current
(Amps)

Voltage
input (volts)

Power
input
(watts)

Output
current
(Amps)

Voltage
output
(volts)

Power
output
(watts)

Loss
(watts)

Efficiency

230 0.15 33.6000 230 0.148 32.4000 1.2000 99.43%

Table 3: Output voltage performance

Converters efficiency ST-ZCD PCC GCPVS DPSM-Boost ICPFMM

Input Output Input Output Input Output Input Output Input Output

Power in watts 54 41.49 62 55.56 115 110.1 147.5 146.4 147.5 146.9

Voltage in volts 9 41.06 9 55 18 57.5 21.5 53.94 21.5 56.32

Current in amps 8 1.03 7 1.02 5.7 1.8 6.4 2.92 6.4 3.42

Efficiency 74.87% 88.77% 93.85% 98.89% 99.43
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Figure 9: Analysis on output voltage efficiency
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient real time IC pattern based voltage stabilization model with buck boost
converter is designed. The model maintains number of IC (Inductor and Conductor) patterns through
which the power flow occurs. According to that, the pattern available, the mofset controls the level of
power to be regulated through any circuit. From the pattern, the model computes the Circuits Switching
Loss and Circuits Conduction Loss for various circuits. According to the input voltage, the model
estimates Circuit Power Stabilization Support (CPSS) according to the voltage available in any capacitor
and input voltage. Using the value of CPSS, a single or multiple circuits are triggered to regulate stable
voltage. In this approach, more than one circuit has been triggered and controlled to regulate the output
voltage and to get charged. The proposed model improves the performance of voltage regulation up to
99.43% with reduced loss ratio 0.57. In future, the same problem can be handled by adapting genetic
algorithm in circuit selection which can mutate number of circuits to which the model can measure the
suitability measures to support power stabilization.
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